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Response to POWLA draft
Hello, thank you for your hard work in a effort to answer our concerns. Ok. First choice. (1) No Action Alt.
(2) Second choice Alt 5, the North end Pt Baker Alternative, with modifications. When people, try to protect
deer habitat, half assed measures just don't go very far. We did not ask for partial logging north of the 20 road,
we asked for no logging north of 20 road. Simple. The wolf management section is acceptable, mostly.
Several people here thought the USFS would do the right thing to meet Pt Bakers concerns and long range
expectations. I laughed in their faces. No way I said, the USFS could not to do the right thing to save thier
own souls. Thier souls were sold when they signed the dotted line.
Its very difficult to watch effects of global climate change creep over the whole world, meanwhile were
chopping down trees as fast as we can. To the USFS, business as usual. Meanwhile ice and glaciers world
wide melting faster than computer models predictied. Harsh weather and extream winds, storms, droughts, will
be the share we leave our children. Sound crazy dont it? Just wait another 20 to 40 years. No one guessed
the oil age would end this way and unfortunately we are behind the curve by 30 years or so.
But I know, its all outside the scope of this project objective. No significent impact is expected, with miminal
loss of Blah Blah Blah.
You guys tried, but fell short of whats important. I recognize what your up against, but we can't have it all
both ways.
It's manafest destiny, we have to have it all till it fails. Thanks for trying. JS

